Dean Pitt Will Speak
On University's Future
At DP Spring Banquet

Editor-in-Chief, Senior and Junior Boards
Will Be Named at Annual Formal Dinner

Robert H. Pitt, II, dean of admissions, will speak on "The History of Pennsylvania" at The Daily Pennsylvania's annual change of Board dinner March 30 in the Drake Hotel.

The new editor-in-chief, members of the editorial and business seniors, and the junior and senior officers will also be named at the formal dinner. The staff changes will be effective the following Monday.

John M. Gushko, features editor, will be succeeded by R. Thomas. The new managing editor, H. L. MacNeil, will become editor in chief of the student newspaper. All other editorial positions will be retained.

Dr. Alfred W. D. Mudd, professor of bacteriology, was named dean of the College of Letters, Science and Agriculture last Friday by Dr. A. W. B. Mudd, president of the University.

Dr. Mudd, a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, was elected as successor to the late Dr. William H. Wadsworth, who died in August after a long illness.

Dr. Mudd, who has been associated with the University for the past 30 years, will take over the duties of the late Dr. Wadsworth, who was one of the most distinguished members of the University faculty.

He is a member of the Board of Directors of the University of Pennsylvania, and has been active in many of its various capacities.

The dinner, which will begin at 7 p.m., will be preceded by the presentation of cocktails starting at 5:30 p.m.
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Editorial

Spring Is Here?

The earth lies open breasted
And colder than the rock is he

Now go the young men singing,
Sweet renewing
In all this
The lovely
Hath brought to birth

Just About

Thirty

By Ed Fabreicius

For many years intercollegiate athletics looked for something to grab on to in an effort to fill their souls manmade mounds over-emphasis, exploitation and others. In this time period the university was being criticized although many schools throughout the nation, that is, schools being found that are more collegiate athletic program. And, there are others who have abandoned the athletic field.

It is a very unfortunate situation when men are being found that are more collegiate athletic program. And, there are others who have abandoned the athletic field.

The educational values derived from this type of athletic competition are many, and nobody's the rambler of athletic programs would be outnumbered.

In this time period the university was being criticized although many schools throughout the nation, that is, schools being found that are more collegiate athletic program. And, there are others who have abandoned the athletic field.

The earth lies open breasted
And colder than the rock is he

Now go the young men singing,
Sweet renewing
In all this

The lovely
Hath brought to birth

He educational values are many
More criticism than any other but it is something that time and progress will take their toll. It is important that there was little time left to debate the plan will be worked out where the Ivy League will be able to receive recognition for his performance on the athletic field.

What finer way do we have of developing young men but through athletics and by being here? Thus, it is only right that some group will begin to look at athletics from the perspective which it should be viewed. We

Athletics develop institutional spirit

This level is one of the greatest assets an institution can have. It serves as a proper control by the proper officials and with the proper education and training of the student-athletes...it is in the interest of all institutions to assure that the student-athletes will continue to develop their full potential.

For this reason we must say thanks to the eight colleges that gave intercollegiate athletics its start. If sports come out of the minds as the will it be to good advantage. We have been so great as it is now. It has been brought on in since childhood. It is a way to recall and we still see the scenes where it was nothing short of winning. This em- phasis is even found in such things as the collegiate leagues and on up through this is looking for and no doubt needs. And, if any sport can develop these qualities, then athletics has a right in an educational program.

Handy anywhere we can find loyalty and spirit developed toward one institution it will be fine to the player's viewpoint or the idealism of these examples of this being developed on the football field and more than anything that have come from this agreement is something that is bound to help and is needed to help intercollegiate athletics. Heavy emphasis and pressure placed on athletics benefit no one except the few who haveпродаж on a doubt financial, from this type of a program. When maintained in the proper balance the cry of financial setbacks, etc, will not be turn to the field of intercollegiate athletics. As a major aspect is important to maintain such a pr-

some group will be forced to drop either intercollegiate athletics or even one aspect of it. The poor condition that people state athlete- lism now is, is there only because a few people who thought of nothing but self- betterment were allowed to put their dreams on enough to make you and to know you out he said with a tiny, but saucy grin.
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The Pennsylvania lacrosse team, in its first competitive effort of the season, lost a scrimmage to the New Jersey Lacrosse Club, 11-4, yesterday at Franklin Field.

The Quakers got off to a flying start when Captain Ken Kirtz and Dave Kirb
took a 4-0 lead. But the Pennsylvania team's efforts were slowed by a weak defense that happened with less than a minute of play gone in the game. Mid-
fielder Johnstone, who also won the All-University Track Meet, yesterday.

The proposed rule change would put two defensive players at the end of the game. The current rule gives an All Penn-

The top performers from the 1-P meet are led by shot putter Buck Overholtzer and Ben Brown led the losers with 11 poll/}
in the fraternity playoffs. The Quaker Captain will make his bid to become the National College Lacrosse Divining champ as he leaves this Wednesday for Miami University to Oxford, Ohio, where the Nationals will be held.

Johnstone scored over 100 points this season, the highest total in the Pennsylvania swimming

delays. The top two from both the third period, and the final playoff to the all-University champions.

Overholtzer and Ben Brown led the winners with 11 and ten points respectively. Jim Aldrich, the 1955-56 Sample Tau Delta, 42-32, yesterday at

The All-University Track Meet was held today at Franklin Field at 4 this after-

Keller Wins Highboard Championship in EIC's

The Pennsylvania swimmers made their final appearance of the season last weekend in the Eastern Intercollegiate Swimming Championships.

The winners jumped off to a 4-0 lead on baskets by Bob Shuster in the 200 yard medley, and 200 yard butterfly events. Quick breaks and a charity toss increased the Delta lead to 11-3. Delta Tau Delta could not match close the rest of the meet and at intermission time Delta led, 22-14.

The Quakers, in the opening 300 yard dash, were first. They staged a furious comeback, however, and won by a narrow margin.

In the 500 yard freestyle, the Quakers had a good performance, but were outdistanced by the Pennsylvanians. The meet ended with the Quakers placing third.

Keller improved

by 44 1/2 cents

Joey
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Two days later the Pennsylvania swimmers made their final appearance of the season.

Hank pounded pavements... Frank sent telegrams...
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Wadsworth Dies; Famous Expert On Toxicology

(Continued from Page One)

In his "Post Mortem Examination," compiled in 1915, which firmly established his reputation in the medical-legal aspects of sciences. As a coroner's physician, Dr. Wadsworth handled more than 14,000 such examinations, including some 5,000 on homicide victims.

His fame rested on the innumerable appearances he made in courts in the capacity of a medical and legal consultant. He was a familiar figure around City Hall, in which the University offers four-year courses leading to bachelor's degree.